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The 1960s and 70s saw all manner of ideas exploring approaches to concepts to do with the nature of art and 
the critical situation of painting at a moment of directional change. Artists tried to introduce a level of trans-
parency to the ideological factors that determine the artistic experience, using a number of strategies, from 
language analysis to criticism of the role of cultural institutions. Following Italy and the USA’s lead, Northern 
Europe created a group to activate these interests across Amsterdam, Dusseldorf and Cologne.

While modernity had put pure vision center-stage, now it was time to investigate the de-
materialization of the artwork, in parallel with the disappearance of the romantic concept 
of the author. The irony regarding the proliferation of object-use in modern art is obvious 
in Barre de bois cubique (1971) by André Cadere (1934-1978), a piece which, despite its 
constructivist, stripped down look, attempts, through a reintroduction of the minimalist 
critique, a deconstruction of traditional ideas such as artistic expression. In a comparable 
game of irony and speculation, Blinky Palermo (1943-1977) takes painting to a “degree 
zero” of monochrome, without renouncing the classic format of framed canvas.

These experiences lead directly to interest in the linguistic aspects. In his series L’art et 
les mots (1973), Marcel Broodthaers (1924-1976) investigates the complex relations-
hip between words and things, the gap between reality and language, going more deeply 
into theorizing begun by Michel Foucault (1926-1984) in his work Les Mots et les Choses 
(1966). Painting as a space for intellectual research brings it to the most direct form of 
institutional criticism, coinciding with the work of Hans Haacke (1936). In Seurat’s “Les 
Poseuses” 1888-1975 (1975), an artist’s book traces the history of a piece by the neo-
impressionist Seurat from the perspective of property, showing its gradual reevaluation as 
a consumer item. Similarly, Daniel Buren (1938), by means of his work with vertical stripes 
of the same width, rejected the idea of the museum as a neutral space where pure visual 
experience was possible. To this end, he used various strategies as in the intervention Ex-
position d’une exposition: une pièce en sept tableaux (1972-2014), originally created for 
Documenta 5 in Kassel. His stripes framed the contemplation of the other works, forcing 
spectators to become conscious of the space in which they find themselves and undermi-
ning the possibility of “losing themselves” in contemplation of the work. 

In photography, Hilla (1934) and Bernd (1931-2007) Becher concentrated on industrial 
architecture that was in the process of disappearing. In contrast to the romantic nostalgia 
associated with ruins, the Bechers surround their work with an aura of objectivity. The re-
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petition and removed, dehumanized vision 
draws a clear parallel with the gesture of 
other conceptual artists, and joins them in 
the analysis of the gradual fading away of 
a cultural model, and of a whole world con-
nected to it.


